
What Must Be Done
To halt and reverse the decline 
of wildlife that need brushy 
woods, we must restore, create, 
and maintain young forest by 
cutting trees in a responsible 
manner and in carefully 
selected areas. Because young 
forest is a dynamic, short-lived 
phase in a forest’s growth cycle, 
management activities need to 
be fairly frequent and ongoing.
 
Scientists and wildlife 
researchers have calculated 
how many acres of young forest are needed to let the woodcock 
population rebound. Read about these habitat goals in the American 
Woodcock Conservation Plan at www.timberdoodle.org.

The population of the golden-winged warbler has 
dwindled over the last half-century. Creating young, 
brushy forest helps this migratory songbird and many 
other wildlife species./Laurie Johnson

The Woodcock Management Plan
www.timberdoodle.org

Wildlife Needs Young ForestReversing a Trend
During the last half century, as the number of acres of 

young forest in the East and Upper Midwest has dwindled, 

populations of many kinds of wildlife have fallen. To reverse 

that trend, conservationists are working to create more 

young forest (also called “early successional habitat”). By 

creating woodcock habitat, we can halt and reverse the 

decline in the woodcock’s numbers – while at the same 

time helping more than 50 other kinds of wildlife.

Earthworms are a favorite food of woodcock./Tim Flanigan

You Can Help
The Wildlife Management Institute and its many partners 

– private, federal, state, and provincial – have joined 

together in a bold new initiative to create thousands of 

acres of young forest that will help woodcock and other 

wildlife. Find up-to-date contact information and learn 

about demonstration areas in your region at 

www.timberdoodle.org.

A Falling Population
Since the 1960s, woodcock numbers 
have fallen by 2 to 3 percent each year. 
The reason? An ongoing loss of habitat.
 
Many acres have been lost to roads, 
shopping centers, and housing 
developments. And as brushy areas 
grow to become middle-aged and older 
forest, they cease being useful to 
woodcock and the myriad other wild 
creatures that need young woods.
 

Long-term trends of the number 

of woodcock heard on the annual 

Singing Ground Survey, 1968-2008.

From American Woodcock Population Status by T.R. Cooper, 
K. Parker, and R.D. Rau, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
Laurel, MD, 2008.
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Woodcock raise their chicks in stands of young hardwoods./Eric Dresser

Join a Woodcock Regional 
Initiative and begin using land-

management and timber-harvesting 
techniques to create young-forest 

habitat for woodcock and other wild 
creatures. For more information, 

visit www.timberdoodle.org for 
Best Management Practices, 

demonstration areas, monitoring 
studies and contacts.

Tim Flanigan

Charles Fergus
Charles Fergus


